CET CELL
EXAMINATIONS DIVISION
GURU GOBIND SINGH INDRAPRASTHA UNIVERSITY
DELHI – 110078.

7th May, 2018

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ALL THE CANDIDATES APPEARING IN
CET’S TO BE HELD ON 12th & 13th MAY, 2018

The Candidates, who have applied for the various CET’s which are to be conducted in the months of April and May, 2018 may please note:


2. The Online Admit Cards for remaining CET’s will be available for downloading at least five days before the commencement of respective CET’s.

3. The Applicants can download their Online Admit Cards by logging in into their respective accounts. (Available at the Link: http://www.ipu.ac.in → Admission 2018 → login)

4. The Candidates are required to bring two copies of the CET Admit Cards at the time of Examination with their photographs affixed at designated space.

5. In case of printed photograph on the admit card not properly identifiable, the candidates must carry any photo ID with them in support of their identity.

6. In case of any problem in downloading the Admit Cards applicants may contact Examinations Division’s Reception Counter at Dwarka campus of the University along with all relevant documents.

7. The Applicants are advised to check the location of their respective CET centres well in advance so that they can reach their centre without any problem / delay on the date of CET.

8. It is also informed that in any circumstances NO candidates will be allowed to enter the examination centre after the scheduled commencement of CET. So, the candidates must ensure to reach their respective centres well before the scheduled CET Time.

Pravin Chandra
Controller of Examinations (O)